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[Excerpt] According to the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), an estimated 26.2 percent of Americans aged eighteen and older suffer from a diagnosable mental disorder in a given year. Contrary to what most people assume, mental disorders are the leading cause of disability in both the U.S. and Canada. Thus, the effect of mental disorders on the American workplace is significant.

In an effort to ensure that physically and mentally disabled persons were not discriminated against in employment situations Congress passed the Americans with Disability Act (ADA). Persons entitled to its protection include those with physical disabilities and mental disorders such as anxiety disorder, depression, manic depressive disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, schizophrenia, and other psychological disorders.

Almost immediately courts began interpreting the statute to make it difficult for those with disabilities, especially psychiatric disabilities, to prevail in cases claiming discrimination under the Act. As a result, Congress passed the Americans with Disabilities Amendments Act (ADAAA) in 2008 with the express intent that courts should expand the definition of disabled individuals entitled to accommodation.

In this article I will discuss the ramifications of the 2008 amendments on human resource professionals who are tasked with following its mandates when interviewing job applicants and managing employees who allege, or are suspected of having, a psychiatric disability.
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HIRING AND FIRING THE MENTALLY AND PSYCHIATRICALLY DISABLED: ADVICE FOR HR PROFESSIONALS

Margaret Vroman

Introduction

According to the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), an estimated 26.2 percent of Americans aged eighteen and older suffer from a diagnosable mental disorder in a given year.¹ Contrary to what most people assume, mental disorders are the leading cause of disability in both the U.S. and Canada.² Thus, the effect of mental disorders on the American workplace is significant.

In an effort to ensure that physically and mentally disabled persons were not discriminated against in employment situations Congress passed the Americans with Disability Act (ADA). Persons entitled to its protection include those with physical disabilities and mental disorders such as anxiety disorder, depression, manic depressive disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, schizophrenia, and other psychological disorders.³

Almost immediately courts began interpreting the statute to make it difficult for those with disabilities, especially psychiatric disabilities, to prevail in cases claiming discrimination under the Act. As a result, Congress passed the Americans with Disabilities Amendments Act (ADAAA) in 2008 with the express intent that courts should expand the definition of disabled individuals entitled to accommodation.⁴

In this article I will discuss the ramifications of the 2008 amendments on human resource professionals who are tasked with following its mandates when interviewing job applicants and managing employees who allege, or are suspected of having, a psychiatric disability.

I. THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA) AND THE 2008 AMENDMENTS

A. The ADA

The ADA applies to private employers with fifteen or more employees, state and local governments, employment agencies, labor organizations, and management committees.⁵

The ADA prohibits discrimination by employers on the basis of a person’s physical or mental disability. Specifically, it states:
No covered entity shall discriminate against a qualified individual on the basis of disability in regard to job application procedures, the hiring, advancement, or discharge of employees, employee compensation, job training, and other terms, conditions, and privileges of employment.”

B. The 2008 Americans with Disabilities Amendments Act (ADAAA)

The ADAAA went into effect on January 1, 2009. Just as with all legislative changes, attorneys are seeking the boundaries of the amended law and judicial definitions of its revised terms.

Definition of Disability

The ADAAA added language to the definition section in the “Rules of Construction Regarding the Definition of Disability” that results in an expansion of the definition of a disability. An individual may establish coverage under any of the three prongs of the definition of disability: (A) a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities of such individual; (B) a record of such an impairment; or (C) being regarded as having such an impairment.

Under the ADAAA a “major depressive order” … “should easily be concluded to . . . substantially limit brain function.” Furthermore, psychiatric problems that are episodic or in remission are now considered to constitute a disability if they would substantially limit a major life activity when active.” The EEOC regulations also stress that “substantially limits” is “not meant to be a demanding standard” and is to be construed broadly in favor of expansive coverage. However, a plaintiff is not to be “regarded as” disabled if the actual or perceived impairment is “transitory and minor.” Transitory and minor impairments are defined as those having “an actual or expected duration of 6 months or less.”

1. Major Life Activity

Prior to the ADAAA employees had the difficult burden of convincing the court that their employer perceived their impairment to substantially limit a major life activity. For those with a psychiatric disability this proved extremely difficult. Now, however, they only need to demonstrate their employer has discriminated against them because of their impairment. This is a significant change and one that will make it easier for plaintiffs alleging a mental disability.

2. Permanent or Long Term Disability

The ADAAA also brings into question the continued validity of the “permanent or long term impact” factor that was used previously. Under the new regulations, any mental or psychological disorder, intellectual disability (formerly referred to as mental retardation), organic brain syndrome, emotional or mental illness, and certain learning disabilities are considered disabilities under the statute. Thus, people who suffer from depression,
anxiety disorder, and manic depressive disorder may now have an easier time proving that their impairment constitutes a disability.

II. GUIDELINES FOR HUMAN RESOURCES PROFESSIONALS

Dealing with physically disabled employees under the ADA is difficult enough but determining how to treat individuals with a psychiatric or mental illness is even more complex.

A. Determining a Disability

Prior to the ADAAA, a person with a “disability” was an individual who could demonstrate:

(1) a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities of such individual;

(2) a record of such an impairment;15 or

(3) being regarded as having such an impairment16

In the past, the most contentious part of applying this statutory section for employers was determining whether a medical condition “substantially limited” a person’s “major life activity.”17 Under the ADAAA however, courts are no longer allowed to consider the ameliorating effects of medication or medical devices when determining a person’s impairment.18 Therefore, employers should no longer conclude that a person who is being treated with medication to improve or control their psychiatric condition is not impaired.19 Given this, how can an employer determine whether an employee or potential employee is mentally disabled under the ADAA?

B. Determining a Psychiatric Disability

Employers should not attempt to diagnose the mental condition of an individual themselves but if a psychological impairment is suspected they should refer the individual to a psychiatric professional for diagnosis. In the United States mental disorders are diagnosed based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.20

Does a Job Applicant or Employee Have to Disclose Their Mental Disability?

A job applicant or employee does not have to disclose their mental illness to an employer. However, if they do not do so and their work becomes unsatisfactory, the employer may hold them accountable just as with any employee.21 The courts recognize that it would be unfair to hold an employer liable if it has no knowledge of a condition that needs
accommodation and it will finds no duty to accommodate an employee (or job applicant) who fails to inform the employer that they have a disability.  

Employers are prohibited from making blanket inquiries into a prospective employee’s medical or psychiatric condition but they may ask objective questions that help determine if a person can perform the essential duties of a job. Just as questions may determine a person’s ability to meet the physical standards for jobs involving physical labor, they may also assess other necessary job functions such as the ability to get along with others, finish tasks on time and come to work every day.

EEOC Assistance When Determining Whether an Employee Has a Mental Disability

The EEOC publication, Enforcement Guidance on the Americans with Disabilities Act and Psychiatric Disabilities, gives examples of what constitutes a mental or psychological impairment. It cautions that personality traits and behaviors alone are not considered mental impairments even though these behaviors may be symptoms of an impairment. It lists irritability, chronic lateness, and poor judgment as examples of traits that are not disabilities. Also, irresponsible behavior, poor impulse control, and an inability to tolerate stress are not to be considered disabilities. Examples of conditions that are considered mental impairments include major depression, bipolar disorder and anxiety disorders such as panic disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, schizophrenia, and personality disorders. Specific exceptions to the definition of a disability are also included. Some are: current illegal drug use, homosexuality, transvestitism, compulsive gambling, kleptomania, pyromania, psychoactive substance use and sexual behavioral disorders.

C. Determining Whether a Person with a Psychiatric Disability is a Qualified Individual

Since a person must be both a “qualified individual” and suffer a disability to be covered by the ADA, the determination that a prospective or current employee is qualified must be made before the issue of accommodation can be addressed.

The ADA defines a qualified individual as one whom, with or without reasonable accommodation, can perform the essential functions of the employment position that the individual holds or desires.

To determine whether an individual is qualified, the regulations apply a two pronged test: (1) does the individual have the requisite skill, experience, education and other job requirements of the position; and (2) can the individual, with or without reasonable accommodation, perform the essential functions of the position?
Courts give the employer’s judgment great deference when determining the essential functions of a job. Therefore an employer may protect itself from liability by preparing a written job description before advertising or interviewing applicants for the job. This description is considered evidence of the essential job functions.\textsuperscript{33} Also, although an employer may not conduct a medical examination or directly inquire about a disability it may make pre-employment inquiries into the ability of an applicant to perform job-related functions.\textsuperscript{34}

Discrimination may include using qualification standards, employment tests or other selection criteria that tend to screen out individuals with a disability. However, if the employment test or selection criteria is shown to be job-related and is consistent with a business necessity, it is acceptable.\textsuperscript{35} Therefore, employment tests should be administered in a manner that ensures that test results accurately reflect the skills, aptitude, or other factors of the job applicant or employee rather than their impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills.\textsuperscript{36}

An employer may also defend against ADA discrimination claims by showing that its use of qualification standards, tests, or other criteria that tend to screen out a disabled person is job-related and consistent with its business necessity. It may demonstrate that the necessary level of performance cannot be achieved by reasonable accommodation.\textsuperscript{37}

\textbf{D. Determining Essential Job Functions}

The EEOC regulations provide a nonexclusive list of factors employers should consider when determining whether a particular job function is essential:

(i) The function may be essential because the reason the position exists is to perform that function;
(ii) The function may be essential because of the limited number of employees available among whom the job function can be distributed; and/or
(iii) The function may be highly specialized so that the person in the position is hired for his or her expertise or ability to perform the particular function.\textsuperscript{38}

Evidence of whether a particular job function is essential includes, but is not limited to:
(i) The employer's judgment as to which functions are essential;
(ii) Written job descriptions prepared before advertising or interviewing applicants for the job;
(iii) The amount of time spent on the job performing the function;
(iv) The consequences of not requiring the incumbent to perform the function;
(v) The terms of a collective bargaining agreement;
(vi) The work experience of past people in the job; and/or
(vii) The current work experience of people in similar jobs.\textsuperscript{39}

Although an employer may be required to restructure a particular job by altering or eliminating some of its marginal functions,\textsuperscript{40} it does not have to eliminate an essential function of a job.\textsuperscript{41}
Reasonable Accommodation of Mentally Disabled Employees

Once an employee or job applicant establishes they are qualified and that they suffer from a mental disability, and the employer is aware that accommodation is needed,\textsuperscript{42} the employer must provide “a reasonable accommodation” to the mental disability.\textsuperscript{43}

Under the statute, “reasonable accommodation” may include:

(A) making existing facilities used by employees readily accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities; and

(B) job restructuring, part-time or modified work schedules, reassignment to a vacant position, acquisition or modification of equipment or devices, appropriate adjustment or modifications of examinations, training materials or policies, the provision of qualified readers or interpreters, and other similar accommodations.\textsuperscript{44}

The most common accommodations that individuals with psychiatric impairments request are a job transfer, working fewer hours, or administrative leave.\textsuperscript{45} Other examples of reasonable accommodations for psychiatrically disabled employees include self-paced workloads, flexible hours, modifying job responsibilities, allowing leave (paid or unpaid) during periods of hospitalization or incapacity, assigning a supportive and understanding supervisor and allowing the employee to attend appointments with their psychiatrist. Providing easy access to supervision and support in the workplace, frequent guidance and feedback about job performance, moving the employee to a different work location to avoid distraction or altering supervisory methods of communication can also meet the accommodation requirement.\textsuperscript{46}

Although an employer is never required to reallocate the essential functions of an employee’s position, nor does it have to change an employee’s supervisor as an accommodation, it may do so if it chooses. Thus, it is always important to keep in mind that just because a particular action is not required, it does not mean that it should not be considered and implemented if it is a good solution to a workplace problem.\textsuperscript{47}

E. Exceptions to the Accommodation Requirement

Does the ADA require employers to “accommodate” mentally disabled employees by accepting behavior that it would punish if committed by a nondisabled employee? No, it does not.\textsuperscript{48} The ADA does not require an employer to ignore violations of workplace rules and conduct requirements.\textsuperscript{49} The statute also contains two exceptions to the accommodation requirements that employers should be aware of.\textsuperscript{50}

1. Undue Hardship

First, an employer is not required to provide an accommodation if it will impose an “undue hardship” on the operation of its business. Examples of undue hardship are
accommodations that are excessively costly, extensive, substantial, disruptive, or those that would fundamentally alter the nature or operation of the business.\textsuperscript{51}

In determining whether an accommodation would impose an undue hardship on an employer, the court will consider the nature and cost of the accommodation needed; the number of persons employed at the facility; the effect on expenses and resources, or the impact of the accommodation on the operation of the facility.\textsuperscript{52}

\subsection*{2. Direct Threat}

Second, an employer may refuse to employ or accommodate an individual who poses a “direct threat” to the health or safety of him or herself or other employees in the workplace.\textsuperscript{53}

The statute defines a “direct threat” as a significant risk to the health or safety of others that cannot be eliminated by reasonable accommodation.\textsuperscript{54}

An individual who poses a direct threat to the health or safety of others, which cannot be eliminated by a reasonable accommodation, is not considered qualified for their employment.\textsuperscript{55} Furthermore, when this issue is raised, it is the employee’s burden to show that he or she is qualified to perform the essential functions of their job without risk of injury to him or herself or others.\textsuperscript{56}

\section*{Threat Analysis}

When determining whether an employee poses a risk of injury to themselves or others, the courts examine four factors: (1) the duration of the risk, (2) the nature and severity of the potential harm, (3) the likelihood that the potential harm will occur, and (4) the imminence of the potential harm.\textsuperscript{57}

With regard to the risk presented, “[a]n employer . . . is not permitted to deny an employment opportunity to an individual with a disability merely because of a slightly increased risk. The risk can only be considered when it poses a significant risk, \textit{i.e.} a high probability of substantial harm. A speculative or remote risk is insufficient.”\textsuperscript{58}

An employer’s evaluation of an employee’s direct-threat risk must include an analysis of the employee’s actual medical condition and the impact, if any, it might have on the employee’s ability to perform their job.\textsuperscript{59} In addition, the risk assessment must be based on “medical or other objective evidence.”\textsuperscript{60} Courts will assess the objective reasonableness of the views of the employer and/or employer’s medical professionals who made the direct threat-decision.\textsuperscript{61}

\section*{F. Conduct That Violates Workplace Standards or Rules}
May employers discipline individuals with mental disabilities for misconduct that does not involve physical threats? Yes, provided that the workplace conduct standard which has been violated is job-related and is consistent with business necessity.  

For example, if an employer has a policy against stealing and a mentally disabled employee steals employer property, he or she may be disciplined for this misconduct if the employer would impose the same discipline on an employee who does not have a disability. However, conduct standards which are not job-related for the position in question and are not consistent with business necessity, may violate the ADA if disciplinary actions are imposed for their violation.  

IV. CONCLUSION

The ADAA makes it clear that the definition of “disability” is expanded to make it easier for employees and job applicants to seek relief under the ADA. Since its implementation the number of people considered by the courts to have a “disability” has increased. In particular, the statute’s revisions make it easier for people who suffer from episodic impairments due to mental illness to meet the definition of disabled. This means HR professionals must recognize a lower threshold when determining whether an employee or job applicant has a mental disability resulting in a substantial limitation. It should be noted, however, that an employee’s requirement of proving they meet the job’s qualifications remains intact.  
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